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2002 Supplement to Solomon, Schwartz, Bauman and Weiss Corporations Law and Policy, Materials and
Problems West Academic Publishing
This supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in the law.
Corporations West Academic Publishing
CasebookPlus Hardbound - New, hardbound print book includes lifetime digital access to an eBook,
with the ability to highlight and take notes, and 12-month access to a digital Learning Library that
includes self-assessment quizzes tied to this book, leading study aids, an outline starter, and Gilbert Law
Dictionary.
Solomon, Schwartz, Bauman and Weiss' Corporations Aspen Publishers
This supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in the law.
Corporations and Other Business Organizations Cases and Materials West Academic Publishing
As a part of our CasebookPlus offering, you'll receive the print book along with lifetime digital access to the
eBook. Additionally you'll receive the Learning Library which includes quizzes tied specifically to your book,
and outline starter and digital access to leading study aids in that subject and the Gilbert Law Dictionary. This
title covers the law of business associations for introductory courses. It discusses business organizations,
including agency, general partnerships, closely held corporations, publicly held corporations, limited
partnerships, limited liability partnerships, and limited liability companies. The material on the unincorporated
business forms has been revised, updated, and expanded to reflect the centrality of these forms of business
organization in modern law practice and in the economy generally. Among other state and model statutes, the
Revised Uniform LLC Act (2006), the Revised Uniform Partnership Act (1997), the Uniform Limited
Partnership Act (2001), and the Third Restatement of Agency (2006) are discussed and cited.
Corporations - Law and Policy West Academic Publishing
This anthology of recent scholarship on corporate governance has been extensively revised
and updated. It explores the application of legal doctrine and theory to topical policy issues
such as corporate social responsibility, executive compensation, corporate criminality,
federalism, and ethical rules for corporate lawyers. It contains materials on recent
developments, including the 2008 financial collapse. The book puts into current context long-
running debates on fundamental corporate law issues, such as shareholders' ownership of
the corporation, director independence, and management's focus on maximizing share price.
The new edition contains a new chapter on creditors and bankruptcy. The book is organized
around policy issues rather than the doctrinal areas of the basic law school course. It
presents diverse views on each issue through various approaches to analyzing corporate law
and incorporating doctrine, law and economics, empirical work; history; and organizational
behavior. The book is designed for use as the primary text in a course or seminar in
corporate governance, but could also serve as supplemental reading in the basic law school
corporations course. It includes questions for classroom discussion or self-directed study.
The edited selections are generally longer than in a standard law anthology in order to
provide a deeper treatment of the issues.
Corporations and Other Business Organizations West Publishing Company
This supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in the law.

Corporations and Other Business Associations Aspen Publishers
This successful textbook remains the only offering for students of European
company law, and has been fully updated.
Corporations Law and Policy, Materials and Problems West Academic Publishing
Renowned for its richness, depth, and authorship, Cases and Materials on Corporations
offers broad coverage of both public and closely held corporations. A powerful introductory
chapter sets out the defining characteristics of a corporation. A thematic framework frames
corporate law in terms of the corporation’s responsibilities to its employees, its investors,
and society. New to the Ninth Edition: The introductory Chapter recognizes that issues of
race and systemic discrimination have dominated recent headlines and political discourse.
This has re-focused attention on the long-standing debate between proponents of the
dominant shareholders primacy model of corporate governance and proponents of a more
stakeholder-oriented model. Without taking sides on this issue, this Chapter notes that this
debate has continued throughout American legal history, and it focuses on recent efforts by
some states and Nasdaq to require greater diversity (both in terms of race and gender) on
corporate boards. Current data is provided. In addition, this Chapter adds a new section to
introduce the “public benefit corporation,” a new corporate form that is a hybrid of a profit-
making corporation and a not-for-profit entity now recognized by a majority of the states.
New material on the emerging line of good faith cases in the context of director oversight
where a corporation is subject to “mission critical” regulation. This new line of cases opens
up potential avenues to assign monetary liability to directors for failure to manage corporate
risks. New Supreme Court decisions (including Lorenzo and Omnicare) are assessed, and
the continuing struggle to define insider trading is reviewed. The chapter on shareholder
voting and proxy gives special attention to recent efforts by activist hedge funds to influence
and constrain corporate management. The revised chapter on takeovers takes up the legal
rules governing friendly and unfriendly acquisitions. The chapter tracks the unique
experience of Delaware law over this period: an ongoing and openly—but
respectful–disagreement between the Delaware Chancery Court and the Delaware Supreme
Court about the allocation of authority between the board of directors and shareholders. The
chapter also examines the new texture of the takeover market where activists play a central
role. Professors and students will benefit from: Richness and depth: A range of thoroughly
developed topics allows instructors to delve into topics with as much depth as they wish.
The text is strong in material on both public and closely held corporations. Traditional
casebook pedagogy: Text notes, statutory material, excerpted commentary, problems,
questions, and edited cases. Strong introductory chapter: Sets out the defining
characteristics of a corporation: limited liability, perpetual existence, free transferability, and
centralized management. Thematic framework: Examines corporate law in the context of the
corporation’s responsibilities to its own constituents and investors, as well as to society.
2005 Supplement to Corporations Law and Policy West Publishing Company
The Tenth Edition continues the basic approach of its predecessors: using problems as a
vehicle for discussing cases and textual material to develop an understanding of the law of
business enterprises and the policy issues that influence its evolution. The new edition
continues to develop sophisticated materials on noncorporate business entities, and it adds

significant new cases and commentary on new developments in law including Delaware cases
on information rights, shareholder litigation, and the Caremark doctrine. The commentary has
been updated for new developments including discussion of the role of corporations in
society and the influence of and trends in shareholder proposals. It also made modest
organizational changes that streamline the sequential delivery of important lessons.

Corporations Cambridge University Press
Like its predecessors, the 8th edition of this casebook is based on the
proposition that the best approach to teaching corporation law is to present
students with a variety of problems that practitioners face, together with legal
material relevant to their solution. This is supplemented with readings designed
to give the student an understanding of the conceptual and policy issues that
are influencing the evolution of the law. The first half of the book introduces
basic business concepts essential to understanding business law including risk,
valuation, and accounting. It presents problems relating to corporate formation,
financing, and organization; the role of the corporation in society; the role of
the corporate lawyer; and piercing the corporate veil. The second half of the
book is devoted primarily to an analysis of fiduciary duties. It includes much
new material dealing with the rapidly evolving area of corporate governance,
including executive compensation, shareholder voting, and the relationship
between state and federal corporate and securities laws. Recognizing its
growing importance as the preferred organizational form for many businesses,
the Eighth Edition adds new material dealing with the limited liability company.
Business Organizations Law and Policy Foundation Press
Provides detailed information on basic corporation law. The casebook provides the tools for
fast, easy, on-point research. Part of the University Casebook Series; , it includes selected
cases designed to illustrate the development of a body of law on a particular subject. Text
and explanatory materials designed for law study accompany the cases.

Business Organizations Law and Policy West Group
This supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in
the law.
European Company Law West Publishing Company
Hardbound - New, hardbound print book.
2004 Supplement to Corporations Law and Policy West Publishing Company
This open-source casebook is the seventh edition of a casebook using the
H2O/OpenCasebook platform of Harvard's Berkman Center. This casebook is
intended to be used as the main casebook for an introductory course on the law of
corporations. Because is subject to a Creative Commons license and can be printed
via Amazon Direct Publishing, it is available to students at a very modest cost.
Alternatively, students can read and access the cases and materials online via the
H2O platform at opencasebook.org at no cost. This casebook and the
H2O/OpenCasebook platform are part of an effort by educators to make high quality
course materials and casebooks available to students at reasonable prices.

Supplement to Corporations Law and Policy West Publishing Company
This is the 2013 Supplement to the Unabridged and Concise Tenth Editions of
Eisenberg and Cox's Corporations and Other Business Organizations, Cases and
Materials.
Cases and Materials on Corporations West Academic Publishing
Corporations and Other Business Associations Selected Statutes, Rules, and
Forms: 2017 Supplement
Corporations, Law and Policy West Publishing Company
In preparing this Edition, Professor Eisenberg is reworking all of the material to be
carried over from the Seventh Edition & adding many new principal cases & text
notes. All the carried-over principal cases have been reviewed and, where
appropriate, re-edited with the objective of tightening the cases to the maximum
extent consistent with preserving a full-bodied presentation of the facts & the
discussion. Professor Eisenberg is paying particular attention to preparing the
Concise Edition for short courses. Among the important new features of the Eighth
Edition is a separate chapter on LLCs. Some of the new principal cases in the Eighth
Edition are Quickturn Design Systems, Inc. v. Shapiro, Malone v. Brincat, Teamsters
v. Fleming Cos., General Datacomm Industries, Inc. v. Wisconsin Investment Board,
United States v. O'Hagan, Cuker v. Mikalauskas, Klang v. Smith's Food & Drug
Centers, Inc., Zupnick v. Golzuera, In re Caremark International, Inc., Marx v. Akers,
In re Wheelabrator Technologies Shareholders Litigation, & Northeast Harbor Golf
Club, Inc. v. Harris.
Corporations and Other Business Organizations West Academic Publishing
Materials reflect changing trends and new judicial developments. Each chapter
includes a problem that focuses on class discussion. Many of the problems place
students in the role of corporate planners, rather than litigators, and allow instructors
to highlight the real-world impact of doctrinal uncertainty as concerns the scope of
the director's duty of care. The organization of the book also reflects the growing
importance, doctrinally and structurally, of the business judgment rule. The early
business judgment rule discussion facilitates discussion at later stages of how the
rule affects the choice of organizational form and creates a need for more elaborate
governance mechanisms in close corporations. Extensive notes provide students with
necessary background information.

The Law of Business Organizations West Publishing Company
"[This book] balances economic and legal theory with a flexible organization,
popular case selection, and engaging problems. Thoroughly revised, the new
eighth edition features up to date treatment of fiduciary duty in chapter 4
(including EZCorp and Yahoo cases); a new LLC problem and figure in chapter
6 that visually captures how LLCs relate to close corporations and traditional
corporations; more nuanced discussion of today's governance landscape that
involves activist shareholders, institutional investors, ISS wielding different
parts of state and federal rules and market levers; and much more."--
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Corporations Law and Policy, Materials and Problems, 1984 Gale Cengage
In addition to the law of corporations, the casebook explores the law of partnerships and the
law of limited liability companies. It contains specialized treatment of fiduciary duties and
closely-held corporations. It addresses the federal securities laws, Sarbanes-Oxley, SEC
proxy rules, and insider trading. The casebook also discusses mergers and acquisitions,
corporate finance, and the role of corporate lawyers in effectuating business transactions.
Suitable for use in basic as well as advanced courses.
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